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The University of Dayton News &lease 
PROFESSOR INTERPRETS BODY LANGUAGE 
OF PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 
July 16, 1992 
Contact: Teri Rizvi 
DAYTON, Ohio -- The presidential candidates want the voters to focus on the 
message. 
But has anyone really forgotten Richard Nixon's 5 o'clock shadow during the 
Kennedy-Nixon debate? Or Michael Du.kakis' emotionless, very wooden style of answering 
questions compared to George Bush's animated gestures during the last election? 
Not according to a University of Dayton social psychologist who has conducted 
studies on non-verbal communication since the mid-1970s. Ever since Charles Kimble 
observed the way Du.kakis did not smile or look at John Glenn at a union hall in Dayton, 
accurately predicting for the Boston Herald that Du.kakis would not select Glenn as a running 
mate, he has become recognized for his ability to interpret the body language of politicians. 
"People often believe the nonverbal signs of a person's emotions over what is being 
said," says Kimble. "I can still remember Nixon. When he was about to tell a big lie at a 
news conference, he would start blinking at a high rate." 
Although Kimble says voters "should stay more in tune with the candidates' verbal 
messages," he notes that "it is very hard for people not to attend to the peripheral factors that 
make the candidates attractive to voters. 
"A lot of observers said Nixon did great in the Kennedy-Nixon debates, but he had 
that 5 o'clock shadow and such an appearance disadvantage. That may have been the 
difference in the election." 
What kinds of non-verbal cues could make the difference in this year's presidential 
election? 
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•Appearance: "You would think that Bill Clinton would have the advantage there, but 
I don't think he has much advantage over Bush. You can suffer if you have a 'pretty boy' 
image. You may be seen as exploiting your looks or looking like a con man. On the other 
hand, Ross Perot has been described as uncommonly plain, as a 'pet rock.' How can anyone 
criticize a pet rock?" 
•Speech style: "Often, it's not what you say, but how you say it. Perot has a drawl. 
While Clinton sounds somewhat like Jimmy Carter, you wonder how much regional bias there 
is about his accent that could prove harmful to his campaign. Studies show that when people 
hear a southern·accent, they often rate the speaker lower in intelligence. Of the three, Bush 
speaks the closest to standard English." 
•Responsiveness: "I'm sure that Clinton's appearances on MTV and the Arsenio Hall 
Show endeared him to some audiences. The informality of playing a saxophone on Arsenio 
Hall gives people a different picture of the individual. I think he gained by that, but whether 
he gained enough is another question. Using humor, particularly self-deprecating humor, will 
often work to a candidate's advantage." 
•Mannerisms: "All the candidates are more at ease than Dukakis, who had a restricted 
range of motions and, some people would say, emotions. Bush's style is animated. He has 
expansive expressions and gestures. The gestures of both Perot and Clinton seem fluid and 
' easy, with Perot's being a little choppier. Both new candidates have ready, full smiles and do 
not suffer from the introverted nature of a Nixon, for example." 
Although candidates today rely heavily on "spin doctors" to help them project a 
desired image to voters, even high-priced professionals can't fix what mother nature doesn't 
bestow. When the votes are tallied this November, Perot may come up short. Literally. In 
eight of the past 10 presidential elections, the taller candidate has won, according to Kimble. 
"There's not much difference in height between Bush and Clinton, who are both over 
six foot, but Perot, at 5'6", is much shorter. 
"Generally, the taller man wins." 
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For media interviews·, contact Charles Kimble at (513) 229-2139. 
